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Overall Comments 
 
I think that you have achieved a great deal in this assignment. You show 
yourself to be a very committed student who is developing your 
creativity in an exciting way. You are now thinking visually and showing 
your own personal voice. You challenge yourself with exciting images 
which inspire patterns- images – designs and often complex stages of 
developing your work. 
 You have taken up my suggestions in the first review. 
 
Assessment Potential 
 

You may want to get credit for your hard work and achievements with the 
OCA by formally submitting your work for assessment at the end of the 
module. More and more people are taking the idea of lifelong learning 
seriously by submitting their work for assessment but it is entirely up to you. 
We are just as keen to support you whether you study for pleasure or to gain 
qualifications. Please consider whether you want to put your work forward for 
assessment and let me know your decision when you submit Assignment 2. I 
can then give you feedback on how well your work meets the assessment 
requirements." 

 
I would like to know your ambitions as to which creative path you want 
to follow. Do let me know your intentions in the next assignment. 
 
Feedback on assignment 
 
 Your work is full of experiments. You have achieved all that was 
required of you for this second assignment. Your journey through the 
exercises is fascinating. The way you simplify shapes that inspire more 
experimentation of forms – patterns – textures etc. is fascinating. 
 Technically your work is becoming more skillful and your creativity 
becomes bolder. Your exploration drives you to define your aims – 
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become more positive as to what you are searching for. Your high 
standards help you achieve with each investigation. You are persistent 
in your investigations. 
 
You use the accidental and the random -you are perceptive enough to 
see these discoveries in a critical way. 
 
The development of your abstract images inspired by Mary Cassatt’s 
work takes you on a journey that results in a simplification of the 
composition and the creation of a whole different understanding of the 
painting. You exploit this journey to use different processes of 
reproduction and different techniques. Well- done. 
 
You are becoming aware of so many pictorial issues that can only help 
your abilities- using acetate- using embossing- acetate – rubbing- etc. 
You have used cut outs- negative shapes – photo copying as well. You 
are not constrained within limitations – you are adventurous enough to 
allow your research to lead you into unfamiliar paths. 
 
The development of the head shapes – your reduction of the fan shapes 
and the way that you initially analyzed the painting enhances the design, 
You have experimented with color realizing that different hues can be 
created when using overprinting. I still do think that more exploitation of 
this facility could be used more if your ink was softer. However you say 
you like the darker tones and texture so maybe you like the more 
opaque colors. However using weaker more transparent colors might 
interest you and give you more ideas in which to develop the craft. 
 
I like the way that in some of your final prints you have escaped the 
constraints of the rectangle in some of your final prints.  You use grids 
to help with composition and seem now to be familiar with many ways of 
helping your creativity. 
 
I too think that the development of the abstract shape from the Degas 
painting works well. You have created a three dimensional abstract 
image inspired by the bath and the figure. As well as that you have 
modified the shape to create an entirely different result. 
 The embossed interpretation of using white on white is also an 
interesting solution which you can develop. The slightly relief image can 
also be developed. 
 
I see how your own personal voice is appearing. Your choice of image – 
the figures against geometric shapes is worthy of much investigation. 
Often the connection is obvious but I feel that you are now drawn to 
noticing visual links between these two extremes which are subtle and 
sensitive. 
 The straight lines of the print that seem so arranged that it appears that 
they are moving is also another line of experimentation. The way you 
have created this form is clever. 
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Sketchbooks  
 
 It was good to see your sketchbooks. Not only to see how your own 
personal voice is developing but it is good to see how you evidence the 
progress of your ideas. You use thumbnail sketches to work out 
composition. You have used your books to research color. Your 
drawings are strong and observant – from the figurative sketches to the 
natural forms. You use paint quite a lot. I wonder if you have ever used 
water color pencil? You can capture perspective well and capture poses. 
I think the drawing of the bench particularly poignant.  
 
 
Learning Logs or Blogs / Critical essays  
 
Your interest in other craftsmen is obviously strong. You are widening 
your interests and noticing a lot about different artists work.  
 I would like to read about the development of printmaking and I would 
like to read much more of your own personal thoughts. Perhaps you 
could write about the influence that different artists had on other 
contemporizes? Write about the part they played in the development of 
printmaking- how printmaking developed – perhaps the history of the 
medium too? Compare – contrast and find links – draw conclusions 
about the progress of this craft. 

 
Suggested viewing/reading 
 
 Have a look at a book called 
Printmaking-Traditional and contemporary techniques – by Ann D’Arcy. 
 Always keep an eye on the OCA website. I do not seem to have been 
sent the better prints of your work.  I do not see a print of the lady in a 
bath that is the same as on your website. The prints that I have been 
sent are not technically as good.  
 Try water color pencil- you can enjoy the ability to use the pencils like 
paint and use them as pencils to do precise work. 
 
Pointers for the next assignment 
 
I would like to see a print that uses the overprinting in a balanced way. 
The blue tortoise achieves this balance of color- the perfect creation of a 
third color from two separate colors. Both colors lie flat together. I 
would like to see more practice with this technical issue.  This will be 
particularly useful for the next assignment that deals a lot with the 
proportions of light and dark within a print. 
Perhaps in your third assignment you can show more of your research 
into Picasso? 
 Can you send your next folder of work flat?  A roll of prints is not a 
good way to present your work. Prints can crack and paper too and of 
course ink can stick. You are so professional now that I think that 
keeping your work flat would better reflect high standard of work.  Just 
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get yourself a piece of card if a folder is out of the question. Then you 
can wrap the prints against the cardboard and they will arrive in the best 
condition. 
 I think that your ink is sometimes very opaque- so strong that it 
overpowers other colors and so appears to be in front of - or on top of 
the weaker adjacent colors. I know that you write that you like the 
textures you have sometimes created with this heavy coloring – but do 
keep an eye on this issue. Try printing medium which softens the ink 
when mixed with a color and produces a cleaner - flatter print. 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
Tutor name:  Hilary Beauchamp 
Date  18th September 2014 
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due 
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